
Physics 10 Fall 2019

9/27 In Class– 2D problems – some x, y, some circles!

Review: Newton’s Laws

First Law: An object at rest, or in uniform motion, remains at rest or in
uniform motion unless acted upon by a net, external force.
Second Law:

Σ~F = m~a

Third Law: Whenever one object exerts a force on a second object, the
second object exerts an equal and opposite force on the first object.

~F2on1 = −~F1on2

Mostly NEW: Steps to solve Newton’s Laws Problems:
Back to 2D problems! For the rest of these problems, please begin each

problem with these steps:

1. Draw a free body diagram

2. Choose an axis (an origin, depending on problem.) If it’s different than
usual, label it near (or on if it’s legible) the free body diagram.

3. Write ∑
~F = m~a

4. Write the version of

~F1 + ~F2 + ~F3 + · · · = m~a

appropriate for the problem. (You should have meaningful symbols

like ~Fg if there’s a gravitational force (rather than ~F1).) Remember

also that you should have an ~F for every force arrow in your free body
diagram.

5. Replace each ~F with its corresponding column vector. For example,

~Fg is usually ~Fg =

[
0

−mg

]
So your fifth step (third line of algebra)

should look something like:



[
F1x

F1y

]
+

[
F2x

F2y

]
+

[
F3x

F3y

]
+ · · · = m

[
ax
ay

]
Again with meaningful symbols and zeros plugged in.

2D Examples
Try these problems following the steps outlined above:

1. Three forces act on an object of mass 1.5 kg. The three forces are: 10N
to the right, 15N up, and 20 N at an angle of 45◦ down and to the left.
(Standard angle would be 225◦.)

(a) Draw a free body diagram

(b) What is the net force (sum of the forces) on the object?

(c) What is the acceleration of the object? (Don’t forget acceleration
is a vector).

2. A cart of mass 0.5kg is pulled with a force of 0.445 N horizontally to
the right.

(a) Draw a free body diagram of the cart.

(b) What is the acceleration of the cart? (Don’t forget acceleration is
a vector).

3. A cart of mass 0.5kg is pulled with a force of 3N at an angle of 30◦.

(a) Draw a free body diagram

(b) What is the acceleration of the cart?

Circular motion
In the previous examples, you were probably thinking of x and y compo-

nents. Maybe you thought of them as horizontal and vertical.
For objects moving in circles, it turns out that sometimes it makes sense

to think of radial and tangential components.
Some definitions:

radial≡ means along a radius line, physicists usually mean directed outward.
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centripetal ≡ means along a radius line but directed inward. (centripetal
literally translates to “center-seeking.”)

tangential ≡ tangent to the curve. For circular motion, the tangent is
always perpendicular to the radius line to that point.

It turns out, that for any circular motion, there is always (at least a
component of) acceleration toward the center of the circle. This centripetal
acceleration is:

ac =
v2

r

where v is the speed and r is the radius of the circle. (Notice that everything
is that equation is a magnitude! The subscript c tells you the direction
(centripetal = toward the center).) If there’s time Monday, I’ll derive this
equation for you. If not, I’ll refer you to the textbook.

4. A ball rolls around a (horizontal) circular track. The track has a radius
of 0.2m and the balls moves with a speed of 0.3m/s

(a) What is the centripetal acceleration of the ball?

(b) Which force acts in the centripetal direction?

(c) If the ball has a mass of 100g, find the magnitude of the force
which causes the ball to move in a circle.

5. A 1.5 kg mass on the end of a string 20cm long spins in a vertical circle.

(a) Draw a free body diagram for the mass at the bottom of the circle.

(b) Draw a free body diagram for the mass when the string is hori-
zontal.

(c) Draw a free body diagram for the mass at the top of the circle.

(d) What speed is necessary at the top so that the string just barely
goes slack for an instant? (Hint: for one second, let the tension
in the string = 0.)

(e) Which force acts as the centripetal force here?

(f) This is the minimum speed it can have and make it around the
circle. What would happen if the speed were less?

(g) If it continues at constant speed (the speed from part (d)), what
will be the tension at the bottom of the circle?
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(h) Here, it is a net force in the centripetal direction. Which two
forces are needed?

6. A tetherball of mass 0.4kg is attached to a rope of length 1.5m. The
ball is hit so that it moves at constant speed in a circle around the pole.
The rope makes an angle of 20◦ with respect to the pole.

(a) Draw a free body diagram for the tetherball.

(b) What is the tension in the rope?

(c) What is the speed of the tetherball?

(d) In this problem, only a component of a force acts in the centripetal
direction. Which force? which component?
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